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~ Myspace Fan ~
 
When times are hard I run away to hide
No more will I sit back and let things ride
I will speak my mind
No more will I be kind
I will never fall in love again to be hurt or to be played
I will never sit back and ack like everything is okay     
I let you took my heart and do whatever you wanted
Now it's my turn and I'm never again gonna let you take my love for granted  
Trust is a big issue between you and I
When s+_t hit the fan I see how you fly
You want to be like me and that I can understand
When I look on your myspace I am your biggest myspace fan
 
I see how you envy me, I love it I really do
Everything you got about me on myspace is not really all true
I get it, I really understand
That I Melissa Haynes is your biggest myspace fan   
 
Like an artist I am going to thank you
Without you all my dreams wouldn't be able to come true
I need someone there to tell me I am never going to make it
So yeah when I see you in the street I will smile and fake it
Like a real b+++h  I will be honest with you
So no need for me not to tell you the truth
I don't know if you will read all of my thank you letter     
It show as hell made me feel a whole lot better
After I'm done I'm gonna look at your page and laugh
Yeah I know my head bad
Look at it on the bright side you got your point across that everybody
understands
My point that I'm making to you is that I'm your biggest myspace fan
 
Hello World
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~all By Myself~
 
I am all alone without you here to hold me. I am not the same anymore can't
you see. I try and try, but without you it's no fun being me. I had a dream last
night and you were there. The more I looked in the darkness you disappeared. I
try to hold back my tears because I was all by myself and that was my number
one fear. It hurts me to know that some day you will find somebody, but right as
of now I have to let you go! The reason why? Well, you and I both know. No
need to contact me because it's hard right now for me to move on, but the safety
that i felt with you is now gone. I trused that you will protect me from harm, but
what you did to me set off an alarm. I thought if it got down to that point I could
call on you for your help. Now I realize at that very momment I felt like I was all
by myself. I love you, I'm not even going to lie! That's why it's so hard for me to
say good-bye! Just hear me out when I say that you will find love some day.
Right now just not with me
 
Hello World
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Another Day Goes By
 
Another day  goes by and your still not here with me
Another day  goes by and you is all I dream about when I sleep
Another day  goes by and your smile is the only thing that comes to mind
Another day  goes by and  thinking of you that's how I kill time
Another day goes by and I look at your picture
Another day goes by and I think about you being with her
Another day goes by and I'm thinking with if
With if you and I can be one again
 
Hello World
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Aundy
 
Life is to quick, took you in the doctor office because you was sick. The doctor
came out, but you didn't Christmas  next week, but you'll miss it. I cry everyday
and night because in my heart it just isn't right,
I can't believe that your gone, its hard to except the fact and move on. All I can
do is cry and remissness
The day I heard the news if your I was piss
At least, the  part I can not believe, is it really you who I see
Aundy Aundy! Please say something
Aundy Aundy! Now that your gone everything is different
As you spoke no words I knew it was true
People comes to go
Even the ones that are the closes to you
 
Hello World
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Black Or White
 
Is it a black or white issue?
What is it with you?
Why Is It all about race?
Why does it matter, what's the color of my face?
We should get the same consequences, but yet we don't
You should lock them up too, but yet you wan't
Someone please tell me why?
If we do the same crime
Why don't we get the same time?
 
Hello World
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Boy
 
Boy I really love you and
I hope this poem show it
You is the only one for me and I hope you already know it
Seven months and we still holding on
Boy I'm surprise because I thought you would have gone
I don't want you to leave me, but if you want you can go
I hope you anit cheating on me
Nah
You wouldn't scoop that low
You say you love me and care for me, but I really don't know.
45% of you want to break up with me
I know this is not the greatest advise maybe you should leave if your not happy
Boy whatever you do is up to you
If you love me then you'll stay
If you don't then just walk away
 
Hello World
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Come Home
 
Please come back home
I don't like it that you are gone
Memories I had as child keep driving me wild
I keep thinking about your smile
I miss the way you and mama use to look at each other
Everyone knew that y'all two were lovers
Now y'all got a divorce and you is gone of course
I want no need you back in my life
I don't care if you have to beg mama to be your wife
Daddy please come home
In my heart I feel you was never gone
 
Hello World
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Coming Back
 
Why do you want to be with me if your going to cheat? ? ?
I gave you time after time so you can leave
Why do you keep coming back if a faithful relationship is not what you want? ? ?
What am I doing for you that these other girls don't? ? ?
Is this a game to you to see how much you can hurt me? ? ?
If so, I quit because a broken heart is not what I need...
 
Hello World
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Different
 
A new person I want to be
Everyone is different except me
The hunger I have for friends
The anger I have to keep within
The time that I will never spend
It's all because of me
I just want to be somebody
I want to have someone linger to my everyword
I know what your thinking that I'm absurb
Don't jugde me if you didn't heard
Everyone who I trust they hurt me in some type of way
I try to stay away, but in the end it's never ok
 
Hello World
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Distance
 
We will always be together without a doubt
We can work through anything you have bad feelings about
Your my everything and I love you so much
Our love grow stronger with every touch
Even though we are so far apart
No matter where you are you will always be near in my heart
 
Hello World
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Do U
 
Do you really love me
Or the curves in my body
Do you look for what's in my heart
Or just trying to get close to my parts
Do you want to be in a relationship
Or sweet talk me to get a hit
Do you really want to be
               OR
Just kidding me
 
Hello World
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Drug Dealer (Part 1)
 
On this block 24 hours a day
Selling this shit so I can make a way
Out of this life and into a new
What's on the other side I don't have a clue
Drugs kill people faster then guns
Rolling those blunts
Watching the po po as they go on their drug hunts
Running day after day
Had a thought to myself
I gotta make a way
Too much on my mind
Any day now can be my time
But I go around pretending it's all fine
How can I get out of this life
How can I make it all right
Everyday I have to fight
 
(At Night)  
 
Alone in the dark he comes up to me
I said to him what will it be
He said with a raspy voice, I'll take some weed
As I pull my stash out he had a gun
I back up because I was stunned
Was this my time to go
Read Drug Dealer Part 2 If U want to know
 
Hello World
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Drug Dealer (Part 2)
 
The air was cold, but my body was hot
Nervous as hell thinking that I was going to get shot
I try to pull out my gat
Tell me somebody why did I do that
The pain I felt was so unbelievable
I can't tell details that would really show
The blood was draining, I could feel it in my gut
Thats not all he shoot me in my butt
The bullets kept on going
The blood just kept on flowing
 
(The Alarm  Went Off)       
 
Oh
What a wonderful sound
I woke up scared lying there stunned on the ground
I was amazed it was all a dream
I was thinking about what I have seen
I got dress as I normally do
 
Daddy daddy I love you
I look over to my daughter and gave her a hug
Drink what was left in my coffe mug
I knew deep down inside one thing havn't change
That  thing I'm talking about is that I still slang
I just want to leave it all alone, but I can't
It was easy to get in, but getting out anit
 
I called my boss man and ask him what was new
He sounded scared and ask me if I could come through
I said of course and I was on my way
When I got there I had this feeling that said I shouldn't stay
I wanted to be brave and went in any way
There was blood on the floor and the smell of death
3 mens hold my boss man by the neck
Something bad was going to happen I already knew
Only problem is I don't know what to do
Why is it every time I try to get out of the game they just want let me be
To see what happen check out my new poem Drug Dealer (Part III)
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Hello World
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Drugs
 
Do you think selling drugs make you a man
Or do you do it just because you can
Crack can miss up a whole family, but I guest you don't care
I just want you to stop because our own mother is in fear
In fear of her little boy being shot and kill out in these streets
If you wasn't stop for her than please stop for me
I hope God has pity on your soul
For he is the only one who knows
You is the only good thing that ever happen to me
I don't know what I would ever do if you should leave
 
Hello World
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Fate
 
As the morning sun rise my stomach floats with butterflies
Just the thought of you gives me the shivers
Should I talk to you
Oh, I'll never
If I procrastinate, will it be too late
Is it God fate for us to be this way
If not then what should I say
As you walk past me, my heart skip a beat
I thought you would ask me what my heart once seek
This crush that I have I can no longer keep
Either its up to you or the fate of destiny
Which one is it going to be
 
Hello World
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Final Goodbyes
 
I open my eye this morning hoping for a change
Got to school and realize this relationship will always be the same
You and I will never get nowhere
We talk here and there
We can only hold our breath not for to long
Knowing how I am by the end of this month you will be gone
I need something new
What I don't need is you
You are holding me back from what I really wanted
I feel you have took this relationship for granted
I was unhappy, this you already knew
This is my final goodbyes to you
 
Hello World
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Foot Steps
 
In your foot steps I stand, I stand
All the responsibly and commands
To get respect you must earn
This lesson was oh so hard to learn
Day by day, there is a new task
The harder you work they get on yo ass
In your foot steps, I cry
Life gets harder each day that goes by
Life kicks you down you try
The questions I ask, is why?
Nothing, but tears dropp from my eye
In your foot steps, I am what I am
 
Hello World
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Forgive Me
 
All the times I left and you still took me back
All the times we broked up and you put this relationship back on track
Love is all you gave me
Pain is all I let you receive
I know you would prefer a girl who can meet all your needs
Why do you love me time after time I ask
The things I do to you I know I can't take them back
All I want to do is to tell you sorry
Now all you have to do is say you forgive me
 
Hello World
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Getting Over U
 
Go, Leave, Disappear
I don't care
What you did to me wasn't fair
What a fool I am or should I say a fool I use to be
I have gotten older and wiser
Now I can finally see
The relationship was clearly not about me
Admit it the relationship was all about you
You didn't care what I said or what I do
What people said was true, I was better off without you
Don't get me wrong, I don't know put this all on you
I thought I could change you, but if only I knew the pain you cause or the drama
you would put me through. Bye, Sayonara, Adios, what was special between me
and got to do
 
Hello World
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Giving Up
 
Now that things are over between me and you. i don't know what else to do. I
tell myself that I'm ok, but in my heart things aren't so great. I knew something
was wrong when you wasn't calling me on the phone. I don't understand, why
anit I right for you? If I'm not, who? It piss me off more when you acked like you
care. How could you care when you wasn't there? I don't understand what I did
wrong. I always called you on the phone. It's you who didn't return my phone
calls. Really I don't understand where did I fall? I needed someone to talk to. I
couldn't talk to my friend, but she just made me more and more piss. In my
mind i kept thinking how could you she be so careless. Maybe it's love because
there are no more things I can think of. Lord, is their someone out for me. That
would except me for my personality.
 
Hello World
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Go
 
Where am I to go,
When the people you love run away from you?
Where am I to go,
And what am I suppose to do?
The people you love they treat as if you don't exist
When I'm gone,
Will I be miss
I feel like my world is ending
No matter what I do to make things right the world is winning
I feel like giving up
If the people around me don't care then why should I give afuck
People will always smile in your face, but their intent is to hurt you
They never know how it feels because their not in you shoe
The struggles I went through know one never knew
Growing up I hid all the pain that bother me at home
At school the teachers or students would never known
I did so much to hide
The pain and mistreat I felt inside
I want to run away
I want to run away
I want to run away
I do, I really do, I don't want stay
 
Hello World
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He Was Into Her As Death Was Into Sea
 
As tears rolled down her eyes, his car drived away
Knowing deep down inside, she'll never see him tomorrow nor any other day
She didn't wipe her eyes for she wasn't ashame of her tears, for the man she
loved for so many years
She counted each and everyday  that went by, for that was the number survive
Winter nights arrive so cold without his soft, warm, hands
She felt that not even fire can warm her like he can
Life goes on as they all say
Take one step at a time in it's all great
But how could she let all go for she loved him so
But he didn't know
If he wasn't by her side, then no one would be
So she drown herself in the dark, willow, sea
As her body sank beneath the water, she had rest in peace
For she no longer suffer because, she had no breath to breeze
 
Hello World
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I Am A Child Of...
 
I can feel the disease crawling through my skin
I can feel my body getting weaker within
A shadow stands upon my eye
I am always tied and I don't know why
My body is frail as a feeble woman
Lord can you help me fight off this evil demon
I prey because it wont be long
Before the gates of heaven open and the angles sing a joyful song
I am to young to die, but someday I will go
Just not right now because there is something you need to know:
 
I am a child of God, but I never took the time to prey 
I am a child of God, but never visit a church on a Sunday
I am a child of God, but I question God ability
I am a child of God, but dying from HIV.........................................................
 
This poem is written for all the people dying from HIV.  I am not a victim, but
who say you can't. Life is to important so do me and the rest of the world a favor
and get tested for HIV.
 
Hello World
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I Have So Much Stress On My Mind
 
I have so must stress on my mind
Somebody please reach out to me!
I have so much stress on my mind
I need help can't you see!
I have so much stress on my mind
I just need a little release!
I have so much stress on my mind
I know I'll just count 1 2 3
I still have stress on my mind
What am I to do when I can't just let it all be
I have so much stress on my mind
Who is going to help
 
Hello World
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I Need You
 
When I look in your eyes
My stomach float with butterflies
Nothing can change the feelings I have for you
There are no wrongs you can do
I'm sprung by your every touch
Weak when I don't get it much
I'll be here even when you leave me
I'll change and be whatever you want me to be
I'm weak without you can't you see
 
Hello World
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I Remember
 
I remember it as if it were yesterday and you were sitting in my living room
We sneaked around so my mother wouldn't knew
You were my first real kiss
Well that was then and now the past is what I will miss
The first day that we met each other my stomach was full with butterflies
You was the only boy for me and you know why
Only thing was you wasn't faithfully mines
That all started years ago not I have moved on
Then all of a sudden you came back to me and that, I'm so over you attitude was
gone
At that moment I felt so close to you that I shared something so special with you
That I never thought I would do! ! !
I try to act like it was the right decision,  but deep down inside I wish I can take
it back
I can do so much better and that's a fact
Now you have a child and all I can think of what if
These feelings that I had are all a myth
I can't even lie, all those feelings come back strong as ever
My heart is sore and falling deep in love again I don't think I'll never! ! !
 
Hello World
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In Love
 
Maybe you and I can try to work it out
I known it will work this time without a doubt
I don't want to lose you
I don't know what to do
All I think about is you
I would do anything yo want me to
I love u
I love u
I will say it a million times if I have I have to
As long as you know how I feel
Then my day is complete because you know I'm real
When you look in my eyes I know you feel the same way too
That is why I'm in love with you
 
Hello World
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In Love With The Past
 
How can I still love someone who left me without saying goodbye?
How could you leave me without letting me know why?
That same year I met someone new...
2 years in our relationship and I still think about you...
Deep down inside I feel that my heart won't ever be the same...
Until I get in touch with you and get rid of the pain...
I want to tell you that I'm still in love, even after you broke my heart
I miss you the most when my current relationship is falling apart
How can you forget about me when we talk everyday
I don't know about you, but I miss it when we use to say
I LOVE YOU
I hope that you still do
The past is in the past, but my heart still lies with you...
 
Hello World
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Innocence
 
She open the door, seeing him was no surprise
Smiling at her because they both know what awaits inside
As they walks up the stairs her heart beats faster and faster
She look back as he playfully grabs her
When they got up the stairs he laid her on the bed
They began kissing and then he said
I love you
She said I love you too
He undress her as she undress him
Both of them kissing and sweating as the light goes dim
This is the moment when she give her innocence away
As he pull out she didn't know what to say
He ask for any final rejections as he stick it in
The pain  was unbearable his heart was all she wanted to win
She thought giving it up was going to let him stay
That was all she thought about and pray
Then, the pain struck her again
Her innocence has gone away
 
Hello World
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Inside Of Me
 
At times I don't wasn't to be this person that is inside of me
I am only what everyone else wasn't me to be
I think to myself while no one else is around
Thinking what have I've done to beat myself down
I try to listen to the things that I say, but other things get in the way
I try to look my best, but at times I look in the mirror and that
Voice inside of me say just give it a rest
Who am I
And what do I want to be
Who is this person that is inside of me
How am I to love one if I don't love myself
I telling you man
I need some help
At times I look in the mirror and don't know who I become
I look in the mirror to call myself dumb
Tear dropp out of my eyes for no reason at all
Looking at other people always make me feel so small
No matter what I become I will always feel the same
Nothing I do is cooler than lame
 
Hello World
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Let It Be
 
I never knew what love was until we kiss
Now that we broke up I can truly say love is what I miss
The way you hold me is why I stay so long
You never know what you got until what you got is gone
In the end I knew you was wrong, but your love got me oh so sprung
I got to admit I like what you do with your tongue
At times I realize I want you back
A good girl, shed, you don't want none of that
You would prefer those  nasty hoes out in the street
Tell me, what them bitches got on me?
When you with them do u think about me?
At first I was blind, but now I can see
You will never be faithful, you will always cheat
I'm not mad at you I put the blame on me
The reason why is because I sit back and lit it be
 
Hello World
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Let Me Love You
 
I know you can't get everything you wasn't in life, but the thought of you not
being here just don't seem right
I think about you day and night
Why don't you think about me like I think about you
I think it's about time I know the truth
If their another girl, I want to know who
I just want you to know, I can do anything better than her times two
Just give me a chance to prove it to you
I don't mean to sound desperate, but your like a drug I to me I need one hit
I love and it hurts me you don't have a clue
I know you don't believe me, but what I am saying is true
It's not fair to me, I don't understand
I wish my heart was made out of bullet proof so there wouldn't be no harm that
love could do
 
Hello World
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Love Tank
 
At night I cry myself to sleep
Becaue your not here with me
What is she doing that I can't do?
Can't you see that I'm in love with you
I been their since day one
What mistakes have I done?
Thats what I thought none
Since you left I had no pride
Day by day I try to get by
I don't even know why I try
At times you like a car to me
Right about now my love tank is on E
 
Hello World
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Madly In Love With U
 
When I look in your face
My heart erase
The feelings I have for my boyfriend just go away
Even dough I know your not promise to me now nor any other day
I call time after time just to make a fool out of myself
I'm addicted to your love and I need you help
Every time I'm around you my body melt
I get the feelings that I use to felt
When I'm with you feel like theirs nobody else
I know you say you got a girl friend, but she doesn't have to know
We can keep what we hiding on the low
Don't ever leave me I don't ever want you to go
I would give my boyfriend up for you if you really wanted me to
I would do any and everything you want me to do
That is how I'm madly in love with you
 
Hello World
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Mess Up
 
I ran out of words to say
There is nothing for me to write to describe my feelings
It's mess up when all the words you can think of to the one you love is lock away
in your heart
I listen to love songs and compare us to them, but it's mess up when I don't
have enough courage to tell you how I really feel
I try to make you want me in so many ways till its mess up that I sometimes
drive you away
When I see you I melt and only you can make me feel this way
Only problem I  have with you is that you wont stay faithful to me
It's mess up when you'll give up your whole entire life for someone who don't
even care if your even alive
Yeah I know it's mess up
 
Hello World
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More Than My Everything
 
Every love poem I write is for you
Your my main reason I am a user on poem hunter
Your the reason why I wake up with a smile on my face
You are my everything
Love for me is like an illusion
When I'm with you it feels that love is very close
You are more than my everything
Trust is are biggest issue and I can put that aside
If I lose you that will be the worst thing in my life
Things will just fall out of place
Your love make me feel so how I can't figure out what I'm talking about
I didn't even think what I was going too write
This is truly how I feel inside
You are more than me
 
Hello World
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Need Help
 
What kind of medicine can you give for a heartache
If so how much can I take
I feel as if my whole world stopped when I heard the news
Do you know how it feels to be hurt
If you do, SOMEONE PLEASE HELP ME THOUGH IT
I can't take it can you someone help me out of this bullshit
I know poemhuter don't allows cursing, but I need some guidance
I need to vent I hope you guys don't mind it
I truly thought that one day you would come back to me
Now it hurts even more that there is no more WE
I need a pill that will make me sleep
Something that would stop the pain from hurting me
I tried to ignore it, but it's to big for me to see
I just wish I can get away
My tears are like acid they burns every time they touch my face
I wish life had buttons that would let us go back in time to erase....
 
Hello World
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No Goodbyes
 
You broke my heart without telling me goodbye
You left me all alone wondering why
I put a year of my heart into a relationship that was not truly mine
At first I was upset, but now I'm fine
No need for me to cry because I know their somebody out there for me
So as of right now I'ma let it be
You told me your not like the other guys I been with because you will never hurt
me or let me feel deceive
At least they were man enough to tell me they wanted to leave
Yeah I admit I treated you wrong in the past
I would never thought you would do the same to me and kick me in my ass
Yeah I never really say I truly been in love with you until you left me in the dust
Now that your gone my heart has no more trust
I only can feel what I once had
When I was with you I felt loved and never sad
You left us unfinished now I must put this relationship to an end
So for now its Goodbye my friend
 
Hello World
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No More
 
No more can I lie to the one who loves me the most
I feel guilty more and more when you hold me close
When I look in your eyes I see an innocence that can do no wrong
I wonder If I tell you will that feeling be gone
We all make mistakes yet I do them over and yet again
If I tell you will this relationship end?
The more lies I tell deeper I feel that I I'm being pull in a hole
Me cheating on you I feel weak down to my soul
Please don't be mad at me when this secret hit the fan
I would be the best girlfriend that I can
Try to think positive and don't hold your feelings in
Deep down inside I hope we work it out in the end
No more will I lie
No more will I let this feeling ride
No more will I cheat
This is a promise that I dare keep
 
Hello World
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Pray For Your Daddy Girl
 
Pray for your daddy girl
Your daddy just sick
Pray for your daddy girl
Before he go and get another hit   
Pray for your daddy girl
So it can all be over with
Pray for girl
Mama wait, answer this
Why when I keep on praying he keep on doing the same ole bull shit
What is a five minute high better than what we give
You keep telling me to
Pray for your daddy girl
But when I do
My prays never come true
Pray for your daddy girl
All  good things will come to you
I love him and thats a fact, but does he loves me more than he love crack
Pray for your daddy girl
Pray for your daddy girl
Pray for your daddy girl
 
Pray for your daddy girl
 
Hello World
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Stay Or Go
 
There comes a time in a relationship where two people feel a very close
attraction 
I know the feeling is there between you and I, but we keep on acting
Last night when you bring it up I didn't know what to say
I knew someday the question would come up, but not today
Well, what should I do? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Should I give it up to you
Will you still feel the same way
I don't wasn't to fall for the things you say
What if it's all a lie
Then you get what you want and to me its bye bye
I want to know
Is you gonna stay or go
 
Hello World
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Too Young
 
Yes, I known you for a while and yes I have deep feelings for you. Yes,
I do feel that what your are saying is true. Nothing can stop the feelings that I
have for you.
Your kiss is like the softesrt thing I've ever touch. Oh, somebody tell me why I
like you so much.
When where alone I know you will always be there for me even when I'm gone.
The love between the both of us is way to stronge.
At times I feell that we can not be alone. Emotion and feelings run wild. I know
you and I will make love some how.
The smallest kiss makes my hole body shake. In my mind I keep thinking about
all the love that we will make.
You touch me, I touch you, were both touching, but I know I can't get to close to
you.I don't wan't to end up stuck with a bady
But these feeling I'm having is driveing me crazy. I know I am to young, but hate
to say it.
You know exactly what your doing with your tounge. I don't want to soil
something that look so fun,
I am so confuse, I don't know what to d I give my virginerty to you?
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Tour Ends
 
I open my eye this morning hoping for a change
Got to school and realize this relationship will always be the same
You and I will never get nowhere
We talk here and there
We can only hold our breath not for so long
Knowing how I am by the end of this month you will be gone
This relationship can't rely on me any more
I'm sorry to end you tour
But your trip ends here
I no longer care
 
Hello World
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U Brighten Up My Day
 
You brighten up my day
You know what to say
You make pain goes away
I'm in love with you and
I know you feel the same way to
If something should happen between us I Just wouldn't know what to do
Who is going to be my rock when I need someone to fall on?
Who is going to there for me when your gone
 
Hello World
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Unconditional Love
 
From the moment I laid my eyes on you I knew you were the one.
Yes, I know your probably  wondering where this feeling coming from.
When we got in this relationship I knew that this feeling could get a little too
deep.
I knew in the relationship that you would someday cheat on me.
No matter how much I knew, I still wanted to be with you.
Your kiss, your smile, the way you speak, all seem attractive to me.
You could tell me you didn't wasn't me today and come back tomorrow.
I wouldn't care, I would let you come back with my arms open wide.
I wouldn't give a rats ass as long as your by my side.
 
Hello World
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What Would U Do
 
She open the door, seeing him was no surprise
Smiling at her because they both know what awaits inside
As they walk up the stairs her heart beats faster and faster
She look back as he playfully grabs her
When they got up the stairs he laid her on the bed
They began kissing and then he said
I love you
She said I love you too
He undress her as she undress him
Both of them kissing and sweating as the light goes dim
This is the moment when she give her innocence away
As he pull out she didn't know what to say
He ask for any final rejections as he stick it in
The pain  was unbearable his heart was all she wanted to win
She thought giving it up was going to let him stay
That was all she thought about and pray
If it was up to you what would you do?
 
Hello World
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